[What is dementia? 6. From physiological aging to dementia].
Many studies have been devoted to the cognitive changes associated with age, and several attempts have been made for their classification in order to distinguish normal from pathologic changes. In the last few years, a consensus has been reached to classify elderly people in three groups: a) cognitively normal subjects whose cognitive functions score in the range of those of healthy subjects paired according to age and educational level, presenting or not memory complaints; b) subjects with dementia; c) an intermediate group of subjects presenting a cognitive impairment not severe enough to meet the criteria for dementia. The term mild cognitive impairment (MCI) has been proposed to describe these subjects who are at high risk to progress to dementia in the years following the diagnosis. For the first time, MCI construct allows the recognition of the prementia phase of degenerative or vascular cerebral diseases progressing to dementia. However, the lack of clear operational diagnostic criteria and ambiguities about the signification of MCI make the interpretation of the results of studies devoted to this concept hazardous. From a practical point of view, the physician, when faced with a patient complaining of his\her memory, should answer two main questions. "How to recognize memory disorders resulting from incipient AD?" and "What is the signification of memory complaints not related to AD?" The semioloy of memory complaints and the qualitative aspects of the memory deficit allow the diagnosis of incipient AD with pretty good accuracy. Due to the location of the first lesions of AD in hippocampal regions, memory disturbances in AD are related to a deficit in memorization of new information in episodic memory. Conversely, memory disorders related to normal aging, depression, and degenerative or vascular brain lesions not involving hippocampus, are related to deficits in the processes of recall of previously memorized informations. Benign memory complaints have been considered to be linked to the decrease of memory performance, and defining a special group of normal elderly subjects. However, no direct relationship has been demonstrated between memory complaints and performance. In our opinion, all memory complaints are essentially related to psychoaffective disturbances, mainly anxiety, changes in identity and decrease of self-esteem associated with aging.